Complete history of 4chan

Pre-History


1996 - A man named Masayuki Shiba creates a BBS called Ayashii Warudo
(Strange/Suspicious World). Users are anonymous. Warez and cp are posted, and there
is a gesu (scum) board where website hackings and invasions are discussed. Many
similar BBSes are formed, collectively called Nanashi Warudo (Nameless World), and
they develop a culture based on memes. Ayashii World functions as the hubsite of
Nanashi World in a similar way to how 4chan would later function as the hubsite of
Anonymous. AW's popularity increases exponentially.



1998 - Ayashii World doesn't have good servers, and it keeps crashing. After the owner
receives personal threats over the server issues, he shuts the site down. They need a
replacement. They get their replacement with Amezou, the First Channel. It starts off as
a bunch of links to alternative BBSes for wayward Ayashii Worlders, but soon becomes
its own forum and introduces a new style of threaded message board, dependent on
bumping and saging. Its popularity increases exponentially.



1999 - The first channel dies due to server issues. A man named Hiroyuki Nishimura sees
all this and creates Ni Channeru, the Second Channel, using code based on the first, with
enough servers this time to handle the exponential growth. Meanwhile, Lowtax creates
Something Awful.



April/May 2001 - Lowtax creates the ADTRW (Anime Death Tentacle Rape Whorehouse)
board on Something Awful.



30 August 2001 - 2channel is in danger of dying, so a backup forum is created, called
Futaba or 2chan (two-leaves). Futaba invents a board called /b/ for random content.
The site supports images and develops a unique culture all its own, growing out of the
seed culture brought by the 2channelers.



3 March 2003 - The first English language channel is created: World2ch. Like 2channel, it
supports only text. Its userbase consists of a mix of Japanese and English users, the only
time that this happens for any considerable amount of time. The English speakers there
are members of ADTRW, and they are also familiar with Futaba and visit it for its quirks.

2003


October 1 - 4chan is founded by moot, a member of the Something Awful forums,
intended to be used as an English version of 2chan, a Japanese imageboard created in
2001 out of an extremely popular Japanese BBS called 2channel. moot creates /b/
(Random) and makes a topic at Something Awful about the website, which is received
extremely well. moot also holds a contest to decide what 4chan's logo should be. In

three hours of creating the contest, around 50 banners are submitted, after which moot
decides to simply make it so that it would cycle through the best banners randomly
every time a page was loaded.


October 2 - 4chan's hosting company receives an e-mail complaining about "lolikon and
guro posted in /b/, to which moot writes back that neither of the two are illegal. Later in
the day, moot creates a second board, /h/ (Hentai).



October 6 - moot creates four new imageboards: /c/ (Anime/Cute), /d/
(Hentai/Alternative), /w/ (Wallpapers/Anime), and /y/ (Yaoi), along with an oekaki BBS
board. The /y/ board is unique in that (at the time) it was user-moderated. moot also
fixes a retention bug that cause posts to be deleted too quickly and raised the maximum
number of log entries for each board from 500 to 5000 (2000 for /b/).



October 9 - Two new imageboards are created: /g/ (Guro), and /s/ (Sexy Beautiful
Women), both of which are user-moderated. moot announces that 4chan received over
one million hits in the past six days and may be looking for sponsors to help pay the bills.



October 16 - 4chan is announced to 2chan, resulting in a massive amount of Japanese
users coming to the site, at least doubling the traffic of all boards and decoupling the
traffic of /c/. The onslaught of unexpected traffic causes /b/ to crash for two days.



October 21 - 4chan.net is moved to United Colo, a collocation and webhosting company,
following a discussion on the Something Awful forums.



October 29 - moot makes various changes to the imageboards, including Japanese
character display and adding the day of the week to posts. moot also announces that
the boards will now use a MySQL database (a modified form of 2chan's futabaSQL called
yotsubaSQL) and added a robots.txt file to the site to keep out some auto-downloaders,
along with an .htaccess file to prevent hotlinking. /g/ temporarily suffered a problem
with tripcodes, and all boards had a problem where users said their posts were not
appearing and they were getting a Japanese error message. Both of these were fixed
within the day by modifying the anti-spam script and fixing the imageboards' .php files,
respectively.



November 1 - moot begs for donations in the first of a long history of times, complaining
that the site is running extremely slowly and that he would have to block Japanese
domains unless something was done, and that the cost of moot's server bill was now
$400/month. moot warns that 4chan will die slowly unless enough donations are
received.



November 2 - moot resets img.4chan.net and deletes all posts, drops all mySQL tables,
and reduces the maximum post limit for each board from 3000 to 750. MySQLd and PHP
were optimized, and moot laments that he cannot implement auto-pruning after ten
pages like 2chan.



November 8 - Two more imageboards are added: /a/ (Anime) and /l/ (Lolikon). moot
announces the future release of a database of archived 4chan threads that requires a
paid subscription, which had been suggested by Spork, a mod, a week before.



November 10 - moot and his friend thatdog begin testing on the beta-archive and set up
a new board, /r/ (Trains) to test it with. The same day, thatdog registers 1chan.net and
sets up a similar train board on his site. /r/ quickly fills with /b/tards in order to help
moot out.



November 22 - The site returns following two days of downtime after the server is
reformatted to RH9, making the site considerably faster. moot deletes /r/ (Trains) and
announces that the thread archive will be up shortly. The next day, the RH9 apt-get
repository was cleared out, causing GIFs not to be thumbnailed correctly for a few
hours.



December 16 - A new board is created, /t/ (Torrents), along with a torrent tracker. moot
tightens the rules regarding /h/ and /l/ and cracks down on rule breakers. moot also
considers blocking Japanese domains due to the fact that they make up half of 4chan's
traffic and post only extremely rarely.



December 17 - moot blocks all Japanese domains from accessing the site, significantly
reducing 4chan's server bill while maintaining the same level of contribution.
Apparently, moot says that in the two weeks before the announcement, Japanese
domains had accounted for 650 GB but only made about fifty posts or so.



December 20 - 4chan changes its board software from modified GazouBBS (modified
2chan code) to Futallaby, created by 1chan's thatdog.



December 29 - Following a massive flood of real-life child pornography, /l/ (Lolikon) is
temporarily deleted. moot announces that although he has blocked Japanese domains,
his traffic from the rest of the world has now passed the rate from before December 17,
meaning that moot's server bill is still $400/month.

2004


January 8 - /l/ (Lolikon) returns along with a new imageboard, /r/ (Request), which was
created after many posts on /t/ were requests instead of links to torrents, so a new
board was created for torrent requests, although it quickly morphed into the /r/ we
know and love today.



January 25 - Censored Vagina announces that the torrent tracker has been taken down
due to it being a major strain on the server, along with the /t/ board. Censored Vagina
announces that the torrent tracker will return shortly, albeit it in a considerably smaller
form, with a maximum of 40 torrents.



February 14 - After GoDaddy suspends the 4chan.net domain three days before without
moot realizing it, moot registers 4chan.org as a temporary domain until everything is
sorted out.



February 19 - /t/ (Torrents) returns, albeit without the tracker, along with a new board,
/f/ (Flash). moot adds a new server, cgi.4chan.org, on which /f/ is hosted.



February 21 - Two discussion boards are added, hosted on 0ch: /amh/ (Anime-MangaHentai) and /bbs/ (4chan Discussion). The next day, Censored Vagina makes a newspost
announcing that the cost of running 4chan for the rest of 2004 added up to $2,200 and
that the money would be needed in donations. The links on 4chan are reflected to link
to 4chan.org instead of 4chan.net so that users will not need to write 4chan.org's IP into
their hosts file.



March 1 - moot announces that the site will not be able to continue because the March
server bill is too large to pay and that more donations will be required to pay it or 4chan
will die. He makes one final request for donations and hopes for the best.



March 8 - After a week-long swarm of donations, moot announces that not only does he
have enough money to pay the March bill, but that enough money was donated to keep
the site running into 2005. moot thanks all donators and posters and announces that he
is currently in "Cancun, Mexico".



March 28 - The 4chan.org domain becomes permanent, with 4chan.net now occupied
by domain squatters (people who buy domains that will get a lot of traffic, such as
porn.com, and put ads on the page). moot tells users to inform all people linking to
4chan about this change so that the domain squatters receive as little traffic as possible
and therefore not profit from the incident. moot also deletes /g/ (Guro) around this
time, possibly due to issues with PayPal.



April 1 - As an April Fools' Day prank, moot posts pictures of a man in a graduation
uniform shortly after getting his diploma from Stanford University, and posts another
picture of the man on April 4, this time showing him next to a statue in Mexico. moot
claimed that the man in the photographs was him, and that his name was Robert
Bopkins, and this was believed by most of 4chan for a long while until moot appeared in
the flesh at the 2005 Otakon Panel, revealing himself to have a teenage-like un-nerdy
appearance which surprised many /b/tards.



April 4 - Spork (4chan mod) creates an official IRC channel for 4chan, hosted on
irc.pyoko.org. The channel was later moved, hosted on irc.rizon.net, where it remains
today.



April 19 - 100K GET on /b/ is reached. Many were creating new topics rapidly in hopes of
getting the GET for themselves, but 100K GET turned out to be an unrelated text reply in
a thread that attempted to be 100K GET. The reply was completely unrelated to the

thread that it was in, only saying "lol internet" with no image. To this day, it is
considered to be the most win that a GET has ever been.


April 30 - moot announces that the text boards are back up, running on board software
created by Shii (4chan mod and friend of moot from SA). Two of these text boards were
added that day as well: /dis/ (Discussion) and /sug/ (Suggestion) (now both deleted).



June 20th, 2004: A day that will live forever in short-term memory.



June 20 - 4chan dies for the fourth and longest time, for nearly six weeks. moot blames
lack of contribution and donations, asshole posters, and GNAA flooding, among other
things, as the reasons for 4chan's death.



August 7 - 4chan returns in its fifth incarnation following six weeks of downtime after
gathering up enough money and support. Many new moderators and administrators are
added as well.



August 15 - 4chan changes its board software to a "super-hacked" version of Futallaby
coded mostly by W.T. Snacks. It contains many new features such as replying with an
image, hiding posts, the Name and E-mail fields, displaying image names and sizes, and
linking to other posts by adding a >> next to the post number. Tripcodes were also
added to /f/.



September 8 - Three new boards are added: /k/ (Weapons), /o/ (Auto), and /sm/
(Shota/Male). Jibaku (4chan mod) announces that /b/ is severely lacking in quality and
asks users to contribute better.



October 9 - Four boards are added: /ib/ (Oekaki Random), /ip/ (Oekaki Pro), /v/ (Video
Games), and /tech/ (Technology, discussion board); one board, /n/ (Trains) is deleted.
Around this time, /z/ (ZOMG NONE!!1), a user-moderated board with flashing
backgrounds, annoying embedded music, and legendary poasts (moderated by Soviet
Russia !lM51PoudCg) is created.



October 30 - 4chan hosts a panel at the AnimeUSA 2004 Con in Vienna, Virginia. The
same day, 4chan experiences DNS problems, and asks that people edit their host files
once again.



October 31 - /l/ (Lolikon) and /sm/ (Shotakon) are deleted due to threats of legal action.
On November 5, moot registers not4chan.org and moves /l/ and /sm/ there instead. On
*November 15, /g/ (Guro) is deleted as well due to threats from YowCow to seize
4chan's donations account due to guro being against YowCow's ToS.



November 1 - squeeks registers 4-ch.net, a site not related to 4chan's text boards. moot
complains that squeeks is stealing his thunder. The site is based on 2channel rather than
Futaba, and consists of text boards rather than imageboards, and is run on a heavily
modified version of Kareha coded by !WAHa.06x36. Man of Wax (4chan mod) begs for

donations and advertising on the front page of 4chan. /z/ was deleted shortly after this
time.
2005


January 13 - 4chan's IRC channel moves from irc.pyoko.org to irc.rizon.net. This is
announced on the front page, along with one of the first lines ever spoken in 4chan's
Rizon channel: <moot> i wish to be the little girl.



January 19 - Four new boards are added: /e/ (Ecchi), /3/ (3DCG, stands for 3-D
Computer Graphics), /g/ (Technology), and /n/ (Nature & Wildlife). /g/ and /n/ are
worksafe.



January 27 - Three more boards are added: /ic/ (Artwork/Critique), /p/ (Photography),
and /x/ (General Photo). Although there was already a /p/ board for photography
before, it is the replacement, with new features (such as EXIF data).



February 3 - moot and shut register ikuzo.org, a side project they had formulated during
4chan's downtime in summer 2004. The site was basically meant to be a weeaboo site
with news and reviews of things like anime, hentai, and general Japanese imports.
However, the project is quickly abandoned and the site now redirects to img.4chan.org.



February 13 - 700K GET is fixed by the mods, with the word "ZERO HOUR" written in
extremely large letters and the post count reset to 1, and the message, "ONLY 699999
TO GO GUYS!!". However, the post count is restored within the day.



February 26 - Following a meeting with other users on IRC, moot creates three more
boards: /gif/ (Animated GIF), /hr/ (High Resolution), and /wg/ (Wallpapers/General).



March 31 - moot purchases a new server (tmp.4chan.org, backup of orz.4chan.org) and
announces that it will be up in April. He also announces that 4chan will have a panel at
Otakon 2005 and announces that he would soon recruit a new administrator following
DJ Lucid's (4chan admin) departure.



April 1 - For April Fools' Day, moot makes a front-page newspost containing a picture of
Robert Bopkins (thought to be moot at the time) in graduation gear shortly after
graduating from Stanford University, along with the message "GREETINGS FROM
MIDDLE SCHOOL!". moot also creates a new board, /fur/ (Furry), despite his promise
never to do so. Although many think it the board is simply an April Fools' Day joke, the
board remained the next day, and the board was started to be taken seriously.
However, on the morning of April 3rd, everyone who had posted in /fur/ was banned for
three months (including /b/tards who posted on /fur/ to denounce furries), following
which 4chan was almost rid of furfags. This event is now referred to as April Furs' Day.



April 7 - 1M GET is reached on /b/. It was considered an "alright" GET, neither fail nor
win. 1M GET was posted by a namefag under the handle Senator Rodden Clitoris, who

posted picture of Sae Sawanoguchi from Magic Users Club having an orgasm, with the
text "Female Orgasm", which was deleted within a few seconds. The mods instead
chose another thread with a picture of a budgie in a jar and changed its posted number
to 1000000 and stickied it, fooling many into believing that it was the true 1M GET.


July 1 - Many of 4chan's boards were closed unexpectedly and announcement was
supposedly made by "moot's secretary" was posted on the front page, announcing that
moot had abandoned 4chan and that 4chan would cease operations in a few days due
to lack of funding. The next day, moot made a newspost announcing that that this had
all happened behind his back, and that the post was neither true nor official.



July 29 - /b/ reaches 2M GET, a picture of someone holding up a notepad with "2000000
GET?" written on it, and the text "HAY GUYS! 2MIL GET! -Delcious Ironing" [sic]. This was
(badly) photoshopped with a smiling ugly man and the text, "HAY GUYEZ WOULD YOU
BE UP FOR SOME ADULT FUN AT MY COUNTRY CLUB SOMETIME -Delcious ron", which
spawned a whole series of other shooped GETs.



August 13 - Shortly after celebrating one year of uptime, 4chan starts its panel at
Otakon 2005, the first time ever that /b/tards actually met the real moot, after which
moot revealed that "Robert Bopkins" was not only not him, but that Bopkins' name was
actually Eric J. Ross and that moot picked the photos at random. Everyone has a really
good time and moot hangs out with the other /b/tards who flip out over the fact that
they are experiencing mootfaggotry IRL.



August 28 - Donate or Die 2005 starts, with moot announcing that he requires $20,000
in donations to purchase three new servers (bin.4chan.org, nov.4chan.org, and a second
img.4chan.org). A frenzy started, with camwhores showing their tits and vagoo if users
donated to 4chan. Within a week, $14,000 was raised, which was actually enough to
purchase the three servers, although they fell short of their goal. Later, on September
15th, moot announces that donations will cease September 30th, and even then can
only be delivered by snail mail.



October 16 - 3M GET on /b/, with a picture of Waha and Pedobear and how they would
be seen in America. The post linked to itself, prefixed by ">>3000000" and "TIME
PARADOX/what a lame GET/Surely you jest!". It was, unfortunately, a tripfag get, posted
by 4chan mod Pixel Hotness !Ol2RiO/0Ro. The GET was considered "meh" and was
suspected to have been a modGET.



October 25 - moot announces that "things are looking up" and announces that many
new features will be added to 4chan, including the DevBlog. He also begs for people to
advertise because he needs money to construct additional pylons.



October 30 - moot and Snacks have a long fight over IRC as moot takes the site down for
a few hours to fix some problems. moot rages against Snacks for being a lazy coder and

threatens to take away his server access, and generally being very arrogant towards
Snacks. They both go to sleep, and continue in the afternoon the next day for about
three hours, until moot tells Snacks that he will remove his server access (along with his
moderator powers), which he does shortly afterwards, making him unable to moderate
or code. Snacks then "leaves" 4chan for good.


November 2 - moot challenges Xenon, a popular camwhore whose artwork is often
spammed on /f/, to a camwhore battle, which moot loses. moot then tells Xenon that
since he beat him, Xenon received temporary admin status and moot declared
November 2 to be "the Day of Xenon". Xenon used his new privileges to change /b/'s
CSS layout, resulting in /b/'s background becoming pink and the Powerpuff Girls theme
song being embedded into every page. /b/'s title was also changed to "All Hail Xenon".



November 3 - moot, liking the idea of fucking around with /b/'s layout, changes /b/'s
background to a seizure-inducing GIF flashing yellow and white, with the techno-country
song "Cotton-Eye Joe" by Rednex embedded into the pages. /b/'s title was then changed
to "ON A STEEL HORSE I RIDE", and a sticky was created in which the new layout could
be discussed.



November 4 - Shortly after midnight, /b/'s layout was changed again to a pink
McDonald's-themed background, with "moving Javascript Golden Arches" as Lurkmore
put it, along with a 1980s McDonald's jingle added as background music. This hack
lasted for three days and was hated by almost everybody. During this time, Xenon
released the chatlogs from moot and Snacks' fight, causing massive outrage on /b/.



December 19 - moot posts a thread in /v/ asking for applications to be a janitor (person
who can delete posts but not ban), which was up to that point unheard of. News of this
spread to /b/, and many applications were received, and the janitors were implemented
within the month.

2006


January 30 - moot implements forced anonymous on /b/, with users unable to post with
a name, tripcode, or subject, remaining until March 26, 2007, which, by then, it had
definitely worn out its welcome.



February 6 - orz.4chan.org and cgi.4chan.org crash and are not fixed until three days
later. During this time, the secret board, /5/, hosted on the orz server, was deleted.



February 17 - The three new servers purchased during the Donate or Die 2005 campaign
are successfully brought online. Each served as a backup for three of 4chan's content
servers, with nov.4chan.org backing up cgi, bin.4chan.org backing up zip, and
tmp.4chan.org backing up orz (img was already backed up by dat.4chan.org). In
addition, the new servers took care of all post submissions, speeding up the boards
significantly.



February 18 - The day after the new servers are installed, 5M GET is achieved, during
which the posting rate increased twenty fold. The servers were put to the test, with
jumbo.4chan.org maxing out its line at 99.31 Mbit/s (~12.41 megabytes per second).
The 5M GET was a picture of cat taken at an angle that made the cat look large, with the
text "Needs more towercat". Users were divided between whether it was win or fail,
although moot himself called it "more garbage" in the DevBlog.



March 23 - 6M GET was achieved on /b/, with a picture of Senator Bill Frist holding up a
card and the text "In after 6M GET". Mostly considered a winGET due to the potential
for epic shoops.



April 1 - /b/'s CSS is fucked with yet again, with the page layout being changed to
tanasinn.org's layout, with a looping voice saying "Don't think. Feel and you'll be
Tanasinn." Letters were randomly changed to the three-dot triangle symbol.



April 6 - Three new trial boards are added: /co/ (Comics & Cartoons), /po/ (Papercraft &
Origami), and /sp/ (Sports). Two days later, five more boards are added: /cgl/ (Cosplay &
EGL), /ck/ (Food & Cooking), /mu/ (Music), /n/ (News), and /tv/ (Television).



April 14 - moot announces that the three servers purchased during Donate or Die 2005
have been collocated and are up and running and also announces that he will rarely use
the front page for small updates from now on, instead choosing to announce them on
the DevBlog and blotter. moot also announces that 4chan will have a panel at which he
will appear at AnimeCentral 2006, which took place on May 4. The next day, moot
removes most of the wordfilters on /b/ and implements new ones.



April 20 - 7M GET is reached, but due to the high strain on the server, the file was
deleted, and the post had no text. However, mods retrieved the MD5 data from the
picture from their database and found that it was the popular image macro of Chopper
Dave from Sealab 2021 shouting "UH OHHHHHHH". Also, 13-year-old Mitchell
Henderson kills himself, after which /b/ raids his memorial MySpace and the "an hero"
meme is born after a classmate of his posted a poem she written on his memorial
account in which she constantly referred to him as "an hero".



May 11 - Eight threads are stickied, all consisting of modified versions of a picture from
some Japanese show with a puppet riding on a motorcycle and the text "DSFARGEG". All
posts were followed by (USER WAS BANNED FOR THIS POST) and DSFARGEG almost
always resulted in a ban or a sticky.



May 18 - /b/ reaches 8M GET, one of the first GETs to be autostickied. It was considered
a WinGET, due to the fact that it was a picture of George Zimmer and the text "HI, I'M
GEORGE ZIMMER, FOUNDER AND CEO OF MEN'S WAREHOUSE. THIS IS 8000000 GET. I
GUARANTEE IT".



June 15 - Comedian Tom Green starts his own late-night call-in talk show hosted from
his own living room, hosted every night at 11 PM EST. Over the next three months, /b/
trolls his show, with around 10% of all calls on the show being prank calls from 4chan.
/b/ also focused on a section of his show, "Girl Talk", which featured five stereotypical
"dumb chicks" giving advice on relationships. The trolling of Girl Talk was so intense that
it was canceled on August 19th because of it, combined with bad response from
viewers.



June 17 - A group of anons crapflood the Zelda Guide Forums for fun, after which a
member threatens to "hack" 4chan. This prompts their leader, known as "Captain
Cornflake" (the name of his raid account on Zelda Guide Forums, he was anonymous on
/b/) to post this information to /b/. Many Anonymous joined the raid following this post
and crapflooded the forums nearly into oblivion during the night while the moderating
team was asleep. As the moderators were surveying the carnage the next morning, one
mod actually pleaded for /b/ to stop and said he would give them their own board to
spam, which just increased the raid. The forums now require manual admin verification,
which keeps out many legit users, resulting in an anon victory.



June 19 - Yet another epic raid occurs, with /b/ destroying naruto-kun.com after a user
there posted about their dislike of 4chan. Following a major pornflood after which the
site admin threatened to sic the FCC on 4chan, one anon discovered a source code
document hidden on the site containing the site's SQL database password (which Anon
posted on /b/) as well as loads of unchecked MySQL injection vulnerabilities.
Anonymous also discovered that the fucking dumbass's FTP had the same password as
his MySQL database, following which tons of anons logged in to the FTP account and
deleted everything, destroying the entire site, including premium accounts and the
database, and bringing the site down for two days.



July 4 - The first of many in a series of /b/ CSS hacks in July as the background was
turned red and the text yellow. July 10th saw the theme song from "Bill Nye the Science
Guy" embedded into the background (no layout changes however), while July 15th
harbored a sticky in which "Also Sprach Zarathrustra" by composer Richard Strauss
(2001: A Space Odyssey theme song) was embedded. Toward the end of July, ten
threads were stickied, taking up the entire first page of /b/, and the theme song from
Inspector Gadget was embedded into /b/.



July 7 - 10M GET is reached, considered the most failed GET of all time, simply a picture
of Hazuki from the anime Tsukuyomi -Moon Phase- on a merry-go-round, with the text
"hazukiget". Ironically, it was much later revealed to be a modGET, but with no trickery
involved; Shii (4chan admin; coder of discussion boards) got the GET out of pure luck,
proving that all modGETs, staged or not, will always be fail.



July 12 - 4chan (along with Encyclopedia Dramatica, YTMND, GNAA, Bantown, and
others) storm Habbo Hotel, a virtual online role playing game where, among other
things, people pay real-life money for online money (which is pretty stupid when you
think about it). Thousands of "nigras" (black characters with afros wearing business
suits, the official raid costume) filled nearly every room on the site, especially the Pool
Deck, during which the pool was blocked for hours because the pool had AIDS. The
sheer number of Anonymous was so great that the Habbo mods could not ban the
nigras faster than the accounts were being created, resulting in the mods having no
choice but to reset their server, after which the raid continued for a few more hours on
Habbo servers in other countries, particularly the German Habbo Hotel (where the
nigras would form in swastika patterns). The Habbo raid is often considered /b/'s best
and spawned the "Nigra" meme and the "Pool's closed" meme. The word "AIDS" was
later wordfiltered on Habbo as a result of the raid.



July 20 - moot announces that they will have a panel at Otakon 2006 from August 4-6 in
Baltimore, Maryland, with enough seating capacity to allow 680 people compared to the
230 from Otakon 2005.



July 22 - /v/ reaches 1M GET, considered to be one of the greatest non-/b/ gets of all
time. The GET was a picture of PONG, the first-ever video game, thus a very fitting get
for /v/.



August 4 - Otakon 2006 starts and so does 4chan's panel. Many important 4channers
are there, including moot, shut, Shii, and the apparent return of W.T. Snacks. An epic
sermon was delivered by "Reverend" Lemmy Caution to spread the gospel of Raptor
Jesus, and moot even created a new board, /con/ (Conventions), for people at the con
to use, which was deleted a few hours after the con ended.



August 12 - The 4chan :codes: (words put between colons that are turned into smilies,
like how posting :happy: would display a happy emoticon, for example) are released to
the site. They are soon spammed all over the place, and threads are pruned extremely
quickly.



August 22 - A group of Anonymous go on a midnight raiding spree, eventually attracting
tons (~100) of Anonymous to their posse in raid threads. They charged, destroying
Proana.us (a pro-anorexia community), deleting all accounts on the site. After this (by
now around 1:00 AM of August 23), they attempted to raid the myg0t forum, but the
raid failed to due myg0t's massive size. Instead, they raided teenbabynet.org (not only
furries, but teenage furries with diaper fetishes), locking the forum and rendering it
totally unviewable by 10:00 AM. At around this time, they turned their attention to
WikiFur, leaving it in complete disarray. With mods extremely worried, moot does
something drastic around noon of August 23...



August 23 - moot (in a somewhat justifiable fit of anger) posts a sticky announcing that
anyone who posts illegal content will get you permabanned and possibly arrested, and
that even people who REPLY to illegal threads will receive a two-week global ban, with
the definition of "illegal threads" referring to CP, jailbait, personal info, and raids (some
of /b/'s most cherished traditions). This led to a massive outcry due to the fact that this
policy was technically introducing rules to /b/, whose main goal was to be a rule-free
board. The sticky was deleted and replaced with a new sticky restating the policy, which
was then destickied and restickied over and over by moot and some other mod, and,
along with spamming from angry /b/tards, caused img.4chan.org to crash, leaving 14
boards, including /b/, /an/, /b/, /c/, /cm/, /g/, /k/, /m/, /o/, /p/, /r/, /s/, /t/, /v/, and /w/
inaccessible. A civil war broke out, with many /b/tards permanently leaving 4chan and
taking up new homes at 7chan, IIChan, 2ch.ru, and 420chan. moot got rid of the policy
very shortly afterwards due to the enormous backlash. However, img.4chan.org didn't
return until August 25, two days later.



September 4 - World-famous Australian "croc hunter" Steve Irwin is killed by a stingray
barb to the heart while filming a documentary. /b/ is immediately flooded with this
information and one of the first threads to announce it was stickied for a week,
becoming the most replied-to thread in /b/ history with slightly over 5,200 replies (later
beaten by the "#fortune" sticky on April 27, 2007). Many Rule 34s and general parodies
are posted in /b/ during that time.



September 11 - In response to Steve Irwin's death, the fifth anniversary of 9/11, and
hatred for Habbo Hotel, /b/ starts another massive raid on Habbo, with around 5,000
Anonymous partaking in the raid (~600 nigras on the Pool Deck alone). They blocked
every single room, announcing that not only did the pool have AIDS, but also had
stingrays as well.



October 1 - /b/ celebrates its third anniversary, and places blue-and-pink striped party
hats on the top of each thread. /b/tards made pictures interacting with the hats, causing
many threads that are epic win (a good chunk of epic thread screencaps are from this
day).



October 20 - Jake Brahm turns himself in to authorities following a now-infamous
copypasta that he had written, reposting it around 40 times within the previous 30 days,
in which he warned of simultaneous terrorist attacks against seven football stadiums
across the United States on October 22nd. Two days before this, on October 18, the
Department of Homeland Security was notified about the copypasta and attempted to
track down and arrest the creator of it; when the Wauwatosa, Wisconsin police
department (Brahm's town of residence) received a tip on October 20, he turned
himself in and faces up to 20 years imprisonment, thus making him the only person to
have been party v& for his actions as of 2007. The phrase "DON'T MESS WITH

FOOTBALL", uttered by FBI agent Les Wiser during a news report on Brahm's arrest, has
since become a meme.


November 7 - After moot doesn't pay the bills, the site goes down for two days, during
which a page was put up explaining that the servers were gone because moot didn't pay
and that the problem would be fixed within "24-48 hours" (crossed out with "FIFTYBILLION YEARS" written next to it). Many /b/tards, looking for a temporary *chan to go
to until 4chan returns, cause a major spike in traffic for other *chans as /b/tards go
there temporarily. 7chan and 12chan were destroyed by the flood of traffic and suffered
severe downtime.



November 30 - moot announces that more banner ads from AdBrite will be added to
4chan in December due to the fact that donations are no longer possible. As a result of
the extra money, 4chan becomes faster after moot uses the money for extra bandwidth
capacity.



December 20 - Hal Turner, a white supremacist talk show host from New Jersey, plans
his final radio show due to lack of funding, in which he takes calls for three hours
straight. However, a combined surprise raid from 4chan, 7chan, YTMND, Something
Awful, and Bantown destroyed Hal's show, with 150 prank calls being made in three
hours, with almost none of his real listeners being able to call in due to clogged lines. Hal
then posts the phone numbers of the callers on his website (some of which were
minors), sparking a huge outrage among /b/. Bantown then uncovered his personal
information, including his real phone number, after which ~160 calls were made to his
house. Hal gave in and removed the phone numbers from his site, but as we all know,
Anonymous does not forgive.



December 25 - Hal Turner spends Christmas with his family over at his father's house;
news of this spread, and Bantown quickly found his father's number, leading to a
massive amount of calls and Hal supposedly being kicked out of the house. After this,
Hal claimed that the FBI was investigating 4chan (an Anonymous later called in to Hal's
show claiming that he had contacted the FBI and that they had said that no such
investigation was taking place) and redirected his website to the FBI page.



December 31 - A happy ending for 2006 after Hal Turner surrenders to 4chan after much
raiding and lulz, and announces that he is almost off of the internet completely. He
announces, "I am not certain where to go from here. My entire existence - short of my
physical presence on this planet - has been utterly wrecked, by people I never met from
places I've never been." Anonymous knocks back a cold one and lols heartily.

2007



January 9 - moot posts on the front page, announcing that 4chan would soon have
interstitial ads due to dwindling revenue. moot also allows all of the trial boards created
on April 6, 2006 to become full boards, except for /sp/ (Sports), which is deleted.



January 10 - All text disappears on /b/, with users only being able to talk through
pictures or the E-mail field. Needless to say, this was win, and caused /b/ to be fag-free
for a few hours.



February 15 - Two new boards are added: /tg/ (Traditional Games) and /x/
(Paranormal), the latter being created due to the popularity of 7chan's /x/ board. moot
also announces the winners in a contest for new banners. The next day, janitor
applications are opened and then closed four days later, with the new janitors being
implemented around early March.



March 21 - Anonymous discovers photos of 16-year-old Kelly Isenhower of Georgia
sucking off her dog, as well as her phone number and address. Needless to say, Anon
went batshit, raiding her DeviantArt and MySpace, calling her parents and telling them
about the incident, and even e-mailing the photographs to her school principal,
although she was adamant that the photos were shopped (which they obviously
weren't). She was suspended from school indefinitely, her dog was taken away, and
everyone now hates her, including all her former friends and her parents. Anonymous
rejoices.



March 26 - moot announces a re/b/oot and aims to restore /b/ to its former glory. Two
stickies are created, one being a letter moot received that inspired him to start the
re/b/oot, and another sticky being his formal apology for "letting /b/ turn to shit". /b/'s
background changed to a seizure-inducing flashing yellow and white background with
the song "Cotton-Eyed Joe" embedded in the background. The Name and Subject fields
return to /b/, effectively ending forced anonymous and allowing tripcodes. Many people
were banned by moot in both stickies for comments such as "/b/ sucks", and in many
other threads as well. Later, a third sticky was made which was a locked thread with
only two posts, with the OP announcing that he was "afraid of being banned by the
crazy bitch-ass mods" and also said, "You might as well make rules for /b/ now faggots",
followed by which the poster was banned. Later in the day, 23M GET was achieved,
which was a picture of a Pokemon. Considering this to be an extreme failGET (as did all
of /b/), moot banned the poster, instantly transforming it into a winGET.



March 27 - The next day, /b/'s background turned /b/lack, and techno music was
played. /b/'s title was changed to "Transmission" with "Trans" italicized. A sticky was
posted containing a picture of Diglet and said, "/b/ is /b/ again". Many users were
banned in the thread for suggesting otherwise.



March 28 - /b/'s background was changed yet again to gray with red tripcodes (allowing
users to impersonate moot every easily), techno music was added with the prominent

line, "I am the creator". /b/'s title was changed to "Revolution" and a sticky was posted
in which a user was banned for posting DSFARGEG.


March 29 - The day after that, the background was changed to a rapidly flashing
rainbow background, as well as the posts. A techno version of the song "Eye of the
Tiger" was added as background music. Four stickies were created, each with a GIF of a
rainbow-flashing number 5 and the four stickies contained one line each of the song's
opening verse (This is a showdown/A throwdown/Hell no, I can't slow down/It's gonna
go), and /b/'s title was changed to "Showdown". The next day, /b/ returned to normal,
with a normal layout and no background music, during which /b/'s title was changed to
"Intermission".



April 1 - Following two days of normal /b/, techno music was again added as background
music, but the CSS remained unchanged, signalling the end of the re/b/oot.



April 20 - 4chan administrators are forced to temporarily shut down img.4chan.org after
a thread containing four uncensored images of child pornography became stuck on the
front page for over an hour (during which nobody could post) and could not be deleted
due to MySQL problems. Rather than getting v&, the plug was pulled on img.4chan.org
and was restored around 12-15 hours later. During the downtime, since 7chan was
down as well, a massive amount of /b/tards flocked to 420chan, thus ruining 420chan's
most special day, 4/20.



April 27 - "Fortunes" are introduced to /b/, a feature that moot had implemented from
the very beginning but had never told anyone about. Basically, if you put your name as
"#fortune", you will get a random fortune at the top of your post, chosen at random.
moot announced it to the public after another mod told him to reveal it, causing mass
spamming of fortunes. A thread in which someone guessed their own fortune was
stickied and became the most replied-to thread in /b/ history, beating the Steve Irwin
thread in just 19 hours with 5,336 posts.



April 28 - 4chan, 7chan, and especially 420chan combine forces to attack Subeta, a
faggot roleplaying website similar to Gaia who stole Longcat and turned him into an
item for their faggoty site. When 4chan complained, Subeta DDoSed 420chan, leaving it
in ruins and sticking Kirtaner (420chan's owner) with a $6,000 server bill. The *chans
then DDoS Subeta, which they find hard to do due to lack of effort, as well as Subeta's
2000 GB monthly bandwidth and lack of large images. Nevertheless, two major Subeta
fansites were shut down permanently and Subeta was down for two days. Keith
(Subeta's owner) eventually apologized and removed Longcat from his site after a long
and bloody battle, at which many Anonymous rejoiced. On this same day, Encyclopedia
Dramatica, one of /b/'s most famous recruiting posts, encountered a severe hard disk
failure and does not return until June 8.



May - first known instance of a rickroll in 4chan's /v/. Related to Grand Theft Auto.



May 13 - moot changes /b/'s layout so that everything is the same color (excluding
checkboxes and fortunes), meaning that users will have to press Ctrl+A (Select All) or
disable CSS in order to view text. A sticky is posted in which moot explains that the color
change is to keep stupid people out, which moot closed a few hours later at around
1,900 posts. moot also announced that threads would go back to the limit of 250 posts
and 100 images instead of 1000 posts and 500 images, so that topics can be pruned
easier and that the directory dumper would be harder to abuse. The color change lasted
a week (during which posting rates decreased by 10%) after which it was disabled,
triggering some anger from some /b/tards who wished that the cancer could have been
kept out longer.



June 5 - /co/ reaches 1M GET; the thread disappears within five seconds or so, and due
to the strain on the server, the file was deleted as soon as it was uploaded. The post also
had the text, "reducto get", referring to Reducto from Harvey Birdman, Attorney at Law,
meaning that the picture was most likely one of him. The next day, /b/ reaches 29M
GET, which the original poster deletes after three hours after being persuaded to do so
in another thread.



June 16 - 30M GET is achieved one hour after midnight, when many /b/tards are asleep.
It was an extreme failGET, as was 10M GET and 20M GET. Consisting of the text "Shit.
Getting closer" and a picture from some anime, it received around 2400 replies before
being deleted 15 hours later.



June 18 - moot brings back forced Anonymous on /b/ after someone insults him. Many
think it is merely a temporary change; however, the forced Anonymous remains in place
for just over a month.



July 20 - Sometime around 5:40 P.M. EDT, forced anonymous is turned off again. No
reason is given at the time, nor is a sticky posted. It is later revealed that moot turned it
off at the urging of the other 4chan staffers, all of whom were going to Otakon.



July 23? - /b/'s background music is changed to a remix of "Chocolate Rain" by Tay
Zonday.



July 31? - Forced Anon returns on /b/.



July 32 - G4's Attack of the Show's plan to talk about Anon at 4chan created forced
names/tripcodes of ATOS's guests and anchors for the day on /b/.



September 21 - Forced Anon is removed from /b/ for some reason, resulting in moot
and W.T. Snacks impersonations (among other things).



October 1 - 4chan celebrates its 4th birthday with the return of the purple and blue
party hats to /b/. A good time is had by all.



October 19 - A unknown party (or parties) begin a DDoS attack against 4chan. The attack
is relatively successful, with all of the 4chan servers timing out relatively quickly. In a
possibly related story, around the same time, a number of users enter the 4chan IRC
channel, demanding that it be moved from its current location on irc.rizon.net to
irc.partyvan.org. Their request is not taken seriously and they are banned from the
channel in short order.



October 26 - New measures are planted on /b/ to stem the tide of newfaggotry. As a
result, the possibility of combos was eliminated, the #fortune ability was disabled, and
the cancer's hold on the board was reduced somewhat.

2008


February 19 - The following boards were added:
/fa/,/fit/,/hc/,/n/,/sp/,/toy/,/trv/,/jp/,and /r9k/.



February 12, 2008 Moot posted on the news page basically talking about imminent
changes on 4chan (new trial boards, more janitors, etc). But most of those things never
happened.



April 11 - /n/- Transportation was invaded by news posts in seeking to turn the board
back to /n/ - News, but in a few hours the threads were removed and the posters
banned.



June 18 - The boston fail meetup. /b/'s title was changed as well to old /b/ referencing
Metal Gear Solid 4.



June 13 - 4chan's /b/ got spammed with obfuscated JavaScript code with the simple
instructions. In reality, it effectively turns your computer into a botnet.



August 7 - 4chan's DNS servers were down and it was not restored until August 11 2008.



September 16 - Sarah Palin email hack



November 4 - /b/'s title changed to RON PAUL 2008 and then to O/b/ama - Your new
supreme overlord.



November 30 - /b/ hits 100M GET, featured a a furry image by artist Strype. This iconic
action on this day would shortly thereafter be labeled as the day of "Epic Fail".



December 12 - Anontalk.org spams /b/



December 13 - Raidchan.org spams /b/

2009



January 28 - "After four months of being ad-free, we're running some ad tests. We ask
that you bear with us as we filter out the shitty ads and see what works. Also, please
don't block them, and be sure to click those that interest you. Thanks!"



March 24 - A Legendary thread full of copypasta based on a Batman Begins quote of the
Joker called "My Father...was a baker...and a fiend"
(http://archives.yotsubasociety.org/4chan/b/126031778.html)



April 27 - 4chan related groups successfully hacked Time 2009's Person of the Year
contest by rigging the candidates names with mARBLECAKEALSOTHEGAME.



May 10 - 4chan's /b/ and /r9k/ was under a DDoS - The DDoS attack was caused by a
trojan some /b/tards downloaded.



May 19 - YouTube Porn Day - /b/ - "...what would happen if ALL of us upload p3rn on
YouTube non-stop?"



May 29 - moot posts a sticky called "Re:spam" with a image titled crockofshit.png



June 1 - /b/ title changed to "Twilight Appreciation Station - The darkest place on the
internet -- for vampire compatriots"



June 18 - /b/ title changed to "you forgot - it was your final mission nothing will save you
now."



June 19 - /b/ title changed to "tur/b/idity"



June 25 - /b/ title changed to "Goodnight Sweet Prince - RIP" in memoriam of Michel
Jackson's Death.



July 12 - moot makes a global announcement stating that he might use Twitter "(ugh)"
for site updates in addition to other stuff. (Despite the initial feelings about twitter, he
eventually learns to enjoy it.)



July 27 - AT&T blocks 4chan's /r9k/ and /b/ more specifically the img.4chan.org
subdomain was blocked.



September - Gamespot.com hosted a tournament, where its users voted to decided
who is the greatest video game character of all time. 4chan decided to trash this party.
Anonymous decided to have Duke Nukem, Little mac and /b/ubble & /b/bobble come
out at the top. Especially /b/u/b/ & /b/o/b/. At the first round of the tournament, bub &
bob were against the mighty master chief. Master chief was no match for bub & bob,
since the gamespot community wasn't prepared for a raid such as this. Much lulz was
had, as bub & bob, a game that most people haven't heard of defeated master chief.
bub & bob defeated sonic easily in the next round, and faced Samus in round 3. It was
an incredibly tight match. Hackers from both sides pulled all nighters. As a result, bub &

bob won with 53% of the votes. Sadly, the gamespot admins disqualified bub & bob
because they caught 5 specific people who submitted 16K votes to bub & bob. bub &
bob won the battle, but Samus had won the war. Due to the raid, the word 4chan was
banned from the gamespot forums. The gamespot community now refers to 4chan
as mordor.


October 1 - 4chan turned 6 years old



October 7 - Party hats returned to /b/ for 4chan's 6th birthday.

2010


January 25 - Six new image boards were added: /adv/,/lit/,/new/,/int/,/sci/, and /3/.



January 26 - Start of the longest ever collab thread in the history of 4chan on /3/. The
last time I checked as of 3/17/2012 it was incomplete.



February - A sticky was created on /b/, where moot asked what he should mention for
his presentation for TED Talks. The thread received over 12K posts. moot described
anonymous to a bunch of confiscates in 70 different countries (wait until all those
people go on 4chan, realizing that 4chan is dead and full of porn)on TED Talks. moot
claimed 4chan was dying due to the movement towards internet privacy. moot also
reviled that he moved out of his mom's house and back to college.



February - Massive Q and A threads on /a/, /jp/, and /r9k/. Moot created a formspring
page for Q and A things but it was flooded with 20,000 messages. Around 2012 he
quietly replaced the formspring page with the 4chan FAQ.



February 28 - "Over the past 48 hours 4chan's formspring page has gotten over 12,000
questions, and I've received over 3,000 e-mails. Many thanks to everyone who
submitted a question, and sent me a message! I was able to respond to a few hundred
e-mails and had hoped to start answering questions on formspring, but it seems that the
number of questions broke the page. Once that's sorted out, I'll sift through them and
answer as time allows. Thanks again for all of the support!" - However this fix never
happened due to various reasons.



February 4 - Verizon users started experiencing problems loading 4chan. Soon moot
confirmed with Verizon customer support that 4chan was blocked on purpose. Verizon
took themselves a week to "resolve" the situation



February 21 - 200M GET on /b/ featured an image of Ninetales, a Pokemon. On that
same date, moot implemented post number truncation in response to the
Bateman/Doubles Guy posts on /b, but they simply moved to /a/ and /v/ to spread this
cancer.



February 23 - a clue was featured on Jeopardy in a category entitled 'Internet'
containing a reference to 4chan.org. moot posted a image about the broadcast.



April 1 - 4chan 2.0 - A April Fools prank which was actually useful when dealing with the
onslaught of .hta spam the site was suffering from.



May - Law & Order aired an episode where a guy with the internet nickname "moot"
tried to beat cho's high score. This created much outrage. Due to the episode, the Law &
Order commercial transition (full black screen with the sound effect DUN DUN)
appeared after every time someone posts on 4chan's /b/. The only text being the date
of the post submission.



May 4 - /r9k/ discovers Quiptext's vulnerability , /b/ founds out about it and Quiptext
day was begun.



July 23 - /b/'s rules change along with a new sticky thread in "honor" of" ABC's Good
Morning Coverage of Jessi Slaughter



October 1 - 4chan turns 7 years old today. He chatted as MOOTCHAT on Meebo and
AIM via airplane internet. But that didn't work out, so he created #4chanbirthday @
irc.rizon.net. (Believe it or not we have the log irc channel.) Also he mentioned that The
Social Network premiered in cinemas in the US.



November 14 - Operation Overlord. Tumblr and 4chan war against each other. It
eventually turned into a OTP fest.



December 1 - PUDDI PUDDI PUDDI PUDDI PUDDI PUDDI PUDDI PUDDI PUDDI PUDDI
PUDDI PUDDI PUDDI PUDDI



December 27 - /b/ title changed to "Moot is Olev" and party mode html was active.



December 29 - /b/ title changed to "RIP Cotton Eye Joe" at the same time it was hit with
a DDoS assault that kept the site offline for nearly 24 hours.

2011


January 3 - 4chan suffered another distributed denial of service attack "Right on the eve
of /b/’s 300 millionth post"



January 4 - /b/ finally gets the 300M GET. It was a image of France.



January 17 - Around 8pm EST moot deletes /r9k/ and /new/



February 13 - Andrew W.K. posts on 4chan's /mu/ with two threads.



March 14 - moot had his SXSW 2011 regarding canv.as. 4channers mocked him in
countless threads and it was considered to be the worst of all the talks he had about
4chan in history.



October 25 - Brodyquest is stickied on /b/, a mirror thread is made by a troll mod. A lot
of blinking text is involved and people that post timestamped sink pics are given false
bans



October 26 - "I'm so fresh you can suck my nuts" is stickied on /b/.



November 8 - /new/ is (accidentally?) revived. No news posts are made, rules given, or
mods on it. Title is "Yotsuba Image Board," the default title given to new boards; seems
to be a mix of /co/ and /sp/ users at the moment with a healthy blend of racism thrown
in. Posts from January still make up over half the board. Deadmau5 appears on /mu/ in
two sticky threads.



November 10 - Moot resurrects /r9k/, /new/ (now /pol/), and /hc/, and creates /diy/.



November 13 - 4chan suffered a sustained DDoS onslaught by an unknown person or
eniety. After the onslaught moot installed Cloudflare



November 12 - Official Chrome extension released and Firefox extension updated.



November 13 - Massive DDOS attack begins. Tumblr suspected.



November 16 - DDOS dies down



November 17 - Moot has a sticky in /g/. /r9k/ gets spoiler tags thanks to Tage Heyn and
people (s)talk about Shii. /v/ becomes El Vidyo and gets Hispanic background music.



November 20 - Moot tries to make pages load more quickly by changing how captchas
load. Naturally, this makes captchas stop working altogether. Quickreply/Noko/All nonofficial 4chan applications stop working and the submit button grays out for a lot of
people. I link moot to the thread and after he posts, the thread explodes with people
bitching and moot undoes the changes after the thread hits 200 replies about an hour
and a half later. (/g/21167645)

2012


February - /v/ beats reddit at Tribes Ascend, becomes /v/ - Well-coordinated and heavily
practiced Reddit team beaten by a rag-tag group of /v/irgins run by a furry and a BR with
140 ping and gets GAL男宣言 background music. /v/ is split into /v/ and /vg/. /mlp/ is
added. It is now impossible to get dubs on /v/.



February - moot quietly opens /hm/ to the public.



February 4 - /int/ board occupied by Russian channers from 2ch.so due to a DDoS attack
by pro-government groups.



February 17 - moot creates /mlp/ board.



August 6 - Moot submits a substantial news post to the /news page for the first time in
over 4 years. In his post, he briefly summarizes the goings on of that time period as well
as the current state of 4chan. This day also sees the creation of /q/, a new board for the
discussion of site moderation and policy.



September 9 - Janitor applications are accepted for the first time in nearly 2 years.
Within 24 hours, approximately 7,500 applications were submitted.



September 18 - Moot launches the 4chan "Pass," a tool that allows users to bypass
CAPTCHA by donating $20. Many users whine about it, accusing Moot of jewing out.
Others embrace it and gleefully purchase themselves one or two, some as gifts for a
friend.



December 21 - /v/'s title is changed to FINAL HOURS and has the Final Hours music from
the Legend of Zelda Majora's Mask playing in response to the predicted apocalypse. Two
other stickies related to the so-called end of the world are posted on /b/ and /x/; the
former was comedic and featured an autoplaying video of R.E.M.'s song "It's the End of
the World As We Know It," while the latter was opened for more serious discussion.

2013


January 7 - In response to pictures of teen pop sensation Justin Bieber smoking weed,
/b/ pulls a prank on Twitter by using the hashtag #Cut4Bieber and showing pictures of
cuts.



January 30 - /mlp/'s title is changed to WHERE IS YOUR GOD NOW? by moot as a joke
due to the board's users' reactions to the announcement of the main character of the
show becoming a princess.



February 20~ - Using "nokosage" in the email field now shows the poster's sage.



March 18 - Trial boards /asp/ - Alternative Sports, /gd/ - Graphic Design, /lgbt/ - Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual, & Transgender, /out/ - Outdoors, and /vr/ - Retro Games were added.



March 31 - The board /s4s/ - Shit 4chan Says is added "on a permanent basis" , a parody
of the subreddit "Shit Reddit Says".



April 3 - /s4s/'s title is changed to /s4s/ - Shitposting 4n Steroids.



April 7 - /vp/'s title is changed to /vp/ - RIGHT IN THE CHILDHOOD due to the board's
users' reactions to a previously rumored "Mewtwo like" Pokémon being officialy
revealed.

The Pokémon was later revealed to be a Mega evolution of Mewtwo.


April 7 - /s4s/'s title is changed to /s4s/ - Shitp4sterS.



April~ - /s4s/'s title is changed back to /s4s/ - Shit 4chan Says.



May 27 - /mlp/'s title is changed to IT'S HAPPENING by moot due to My Little Pony:
Friendship is Magic's creator Lauren Faust's appearance on the board.



April 20-21 - /mlp/ achieves the 10M GET, and breaks the record for most replied post
on 4chan with 2,046 replies to the the 10M GET.



July 14 - /v/ achieves its 200M GET - after lots of tension, the GET goes to a completely
unrelated post in a Pikmin thread, asking, "Also why does everyone crash land trying to
get to Earth? Seriously."



July 15 - A thread is posted on /b/ with a link to a contest where you can have a chance
to meet Taylor Swift by writing an essay about why you should be considered her
biggest fan. The OP urges everyone to vote for a "Charles Z". "Charles" quickly reached
1st place, and on the 19th, the radio station shut down the content for "being
compromised". This was followed by other attempts to make "Charles" meet a pop star
- rigging a contest by New York City's Z100 to meet Selena Gomez on the 21st, and being
followed the next day by another raid on a contest by the same station to meet the
Jonas Brothers.



July 19 - /b/ twitter-bombs UFC fighter "War Machine." Raiders insult his family, send
him pizzas, post him in the gay section of Craigslist, and almost fool him into deleting
system 32. As a result War Machine became enraged and repeatedly punched himself in
the head.



August 11 - Some boards have been renamed to better reflect their purpose. /q/ is now
"4chan Feedback" and /fit/ is now just "Fitness". In addition, /soc/ has been renamed to
"Cams & Meetups".



August 15 - /b/ achieves its 500M GET, in a thread about Poland. The post was "poland
has best prostitutes, i fucked plenty in london. i hope one is ur wife someday fag 500 mil
get". The post had over 1,000 replies before the thread quickly 404d.



September 1 - IDs removed from /b/. Name, subject and email fields are re-added.



September 2 - IDs re-implemented on /b/. Name and subject fields re-removed.



September 3 - IDs yet again removed from /b/; name and subject fields are still gone.



September 3 - Moot posts a news post announcing a panel at Anime Weekend Atlanta
to commemorate the site's tenth anniversary. It will be the first official panel since
Otakon 2007 and "likely the last" 4chan will ever host. It is slated for September 28th in
Atlanta, Georgia at 10PM EDT and will be live-streamed via YouTube for those unable to
attend.



September 5 - Moot hosts his 4th PMQ/Q&A, but live-streamed from Google Hangouts
to YouTube in audio. He states "If it goes well, we'll probably switch over to this format
for the future." He then goes on to confirm this, and will now be hosting all Q&A's in
audio format for the future.



September 15 - /s4s/ reaches its 1M GET, which was stolen by /g/.



September 18 - Moot announces sweeping changes to several 4chan features. Sage
becomes invisible, /q/ is discontinued, post timers are updated, and a list of bans
recently issued by mods is made available to the public.



September 28 - The aforementioned 10th Anniversary 4chan panel takes place at AWA.
As with previous cons. /jp/ changes its title to " /jp/ - Weaponized /a/ Home of
``Misunderstood Genuises'' ". /jp/ watches the 4chan panel on youtube, and this is
ground zero for the shitstorm as the board got hijacked by /b/tards when moot
mentioned it as “Weaponized /a/”



September 29 - Moot temporarily brings back /con/ - Conventions in the first time since
six years. Around 12:30pm 4chan was down due to unknown reasons, possibly server
side.



October 1 - The tenth anniversary of 4chan. All images by OP have a birthday hat on
them.



October 2 - /b/ pulls a prank to convince Miley Cyrus fans that the singer had contracted
AIDS.



October 6 - An anon posts a 97-page document on /sp/ called "The Philmarilion". The
document contained an exhaustive amount of notes, poems, artwork, and all posts by
namefag UTV since July 1. The document is posted on various boards, with the poster
being referred to as "the most autistic user in the history of 4chan."



October 8 - /con/ is removed.



November 21 - Static content such as images, thumbnails, CSS, JavaScript, etc are
moved to a new domain: 4cdn.org.



November 30 - An anon livestreams his suicide attempt, posting a link on /b/. He sets his
room on fire, but firefighters are seen pulling him out of safety.



December 15 - With an ad blocker activated, ads are replaced with "Please support
4chan by disabling your ad blocker on *.4chan.org/*, purchasing a self-serve ad, or
buying a 4chan Pass." Of course, you could just adblock the message like you did the
ads.



December 22 - 4chan passes go on sale.



December 22 - /b/ has a successful raid for the first time in ages. An anon finds a
network of school sites have the default username and passwords. He proceeds to post
them on /b/ to which a group of anons deface the site with the usual: porn, and the
words "nigger" and "faggot" as well as a link to a narcotic honey-pot. CP had also been
reported to have been posted. Anons who didn't use a proxy should be expecting a visit
from the partyvan.



December 25 - In celebration of Christmas, all images used to start threads have red
meme hats on them.
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January 5 - Site goes on an outage from 01:32 - 13:10 (EST) due to MySQL error. Boards are
semi-functional, as in the board pages are froze, but you can open threads and post, and
also make new threads. People begin to make CP threads during this time
January 18 - It is announced that "You can now add a search term to the end of a board URL
to default to a catalog search for that term. Example: 4chan.org/a/waifu"
January 23 - A stickied thread on /s4s/ becomes the first thread in 4chan history to reach
ten thousand replies. The thread, which was posted by a namefag called 'Getter Robo' with
the text 'LETS BREAK THE REPLY RECORD' and a picture of said robot exclaiming 'UOOH!', is
nearly impossible to view without crashing the computer. The OP of the post received ten
thousand replies, doubling the previous record set by a namefag called 'eternal samefig' on
the same board, who vowed to reply to his post until 4chan died. The sticky is still up as of
January 30 and has 10892 replies.
February 9 - The captcha changes so you it loads as you start typing. This is said to decrease
the ink-blotted captcha's.
February 9 - Moot brings back IDs. Dragon Slayer threads start again.
Feburay 14 – moot adds biz board, announce it on /g/ as a sticky thread.

